
Levelfix CCL260G
Compact 3D Green Beam line laser

INSTRUMENTS



 Self-leveling 3x360° 3D line laser with green beam
 Complete with the New SMART Base positioning adapter
 High power laser beams, 360° horizontal or vertical
 Option: receiver LLD100GR - range 50m

The New Levelfi x CCL260G is a Unique Multi-Purpose Laser Tool: It can Level, Plumb, Square on fl oor, Square on walls, Square on 
ceilings. The unique features of this product are that it is a one-man operation to level and square a job even on slope ground 
without using optical instruments or 3-4-5 calculations.

SmartBase with SmartFix connection
Aligning the laser is simple with the SMART base (included). With the unique turning mechanism , the reference point remains at the 
same place during adjustment. The pull-out stop-lugs are ideally suited for the alignment of tiles due to the cams on the tile drop. The 
SmartFix system allows for quick and easy placement of your instrument. Simply click your instrument in the wall bracket , mounting 
bracket or the SmartFix adapter.

Compact
The CCL260G is a compact and versatile laser equipped with the highest quality beam and excellent specifi cations . Complete with a 
4 year warranty * (registration required) and the necessary accessories to get started in seconds.

High-power green diode
The laser is equipped with a strong green laser diode that is 4x more visible than the classic red diode. The HighPower diode projects 
clear and sharp laser lines all the way around .  

Li-ion technology
The laser is supplied complete with removable Li-ion battery , charger and battery holder .

Receiver function (Optional Extra)
With the Levelfi x LLD100 detector,  allows you to reach greater distances inside or outside. With the receiver the laser is able to 
detect up to <50m.

LEVELFIX Connect
The smart communication between your smartphone and your LEVELFIX laser. With the LEVELFIX CONNECT App you can easily 
connect the laser to your smartphone. Once connected , you can control the laser on your smart device and have instant access to 
the manual.

About LEVELFIX™ Smart Precision Tools - Innovative , accurate , robust and complete with a 4- year warranty*
With more than 25 years of experience and knowledge behind LEVELFIX lasers, they are manufactured with the utmost care and 
precision. 
  
* Extend the standard one year warranty to 4 years by your laser to registration within two weeks of purchase via internet

4 YEAR
WARRANTY

 New SMART Base with fi ne adjustment
 Magnetic wall holder
 Li-ion battery pack with charger & Battery Holder
 Target plate

Features Standard Package includes

Description

Range 20m / receiver 50m

Accuracy 3mm / 10m

Functions 3x360 ° green lines

Laser class 525 nm / Class 2m ( green )

Operating time 8 hours - all lines

Construction IP 54

Rechargeable Yes - Li-ion battery pack

Specifi cations

Article number 556150

EAN 8712423012806

CCL260G 3D Green Beam line laser

Standard delivery

Article number 556250

EAN 8712423012813

Set with P150IL tripod


